CAULDRON OF MYSTERIES
Over four days we will heal the loss and wounding within each element so returning
and reawakening the magic of our true potential as those who access and reveal the
deepest wisdom.
The Void of Potentiality
We discover the quality of our inner cauldron, healing any wounding and burnishing
a strong vessel so becoming the true Void of Potentiality.

A powerful journey of re-discovery and potency of the
Deep Feminine. Women are guardians of the Mysteries,
but over the centuries we have lost our connection to our
power and wisdom, having been taught only to honour
the male potency as superior.

The potion, the Elixir, Waters of Life
We will renew the bubbling spring of our creativity, releasing the Elixir, the Potion ,
the Waters of Life. Ceremony at Cerne Abbas Holy Well.

Heats the Cauldron, Illumination
The Flame of life which heats the Cauldron, if our Flame is low we will reignite it from
the One Flame which Is Love and Illumination

Clearing, Clarity, Courage
With the sacred blade we clear our deep vision, through Courage and Fearlessness
claiming freedom and the true Warrior Spirit as guardians of the Mysteries.

We may have adopted male values in order to survive,
lacking as we are in the vital elements in our central core
symbolised by the Cauldron, the Liquid, the Sacred Fire,
the Blade and the Fountain.
These ancient mysteries are of prime importance to the
Essence of women. The 5 symbols similar in Maya-Toltec
and Western Mystery traditions contain within them a
dynamic energy.
…more details overleaf

Magic, Mystery, Potency
From he great void of all thet is known and unknown now flows unimpeded the Magic
the Mystery and the Potency which can heal and awaken us to flow outwards for our
sweet Mother Earth and all her children.
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